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A GENERAL PURFOSE PROGRAM

In our experience we have. found that. a general
purpose SUPERWYLBUR macro program named QWIKSIAT
can handle about 95% of the needs of our user
community. By the use of a simple keyWOrd structure. QWIKBTAT allows the user to directly or
indirectly access numerous SAS procedures (ANOVA,

at Air Products and

Chemicals require the ability to conduct statlstl~al analyses via SAS, but do not want to learn
a computer lansuage in order to do so. This
paper addresses an approach to resolving that
problem by making the user input as effortless
88

possible, while returning to him a vast amount
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would not request were he coding a SAS program
himself. The concept was implemented using both
the text editing and remote job entry fa~ilitiea

available in SUPERWYLBUR, in conjunction wlth

SAS.
WHAT SUPERWYLBUR DOES
SUPERWYLBUR is an interactive computer system
marketed by Optimum Systems Incorporated (OSI).
As uSed herein. interactive means that SUPERWYLBUR interactively builds a set of code which
is then submitted as one entity to the mainframe
as a batch job. While all faatures of SllPERWYLHUR are used at Air Products and Chemicals~
only the following are of importance in the context of this presentation. SUFERWYLBUR1.

Provides a cDmprehensive text editing
facility at a CRT or typewriter terminal~

2.

Provides the ability to create~ modify,
sto~et and retrieve text or data.
This
permitQ URer~ to have and maintain personal
databases.

3.

Allows macro progra~ng. the automatic
processing of a sequence of SUPERWYLBUR
co~nds.
A SUPERWYLBUR macro. unlike a
SAS macro, is an interactive program.

4.

AllO'Ws remote job entry and retrieval from
the computer's normal batch stream.

GLM~

KSLTEST.

MA.TRIX~

MEANS. PLOT,

PRINT, RANK~ RSQUARE. SORT, STANDARD. and STEPWISE). In a given run, any number of keyword
requests can be made , including repeat requests
of the sa~ keyword. Prior to ,reaching the keyword stage in QWIKSTAT the user can, at his
opt1on~ restructure his data base via any
desired transformations. QWIKSTAT was designed
with tha sp@cific purpose of giving thQ professionals at Air Products and Chemicals the
ability to conduct general purpose statistical
analyses. For users who require other sAs procedures, there, is an option which allows a
preconstructed file of SAS source code to be
appended to the job. Figure 2 shows the prompts
~nd reaponses involved in a 11~ted sessiQn of
QWIKSTAT.

of statistical information which he probably

CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMS
Several customized programs have been created to
support particular needs of the user community
in Air Products and Chemicals. Many of these
programs generate various Quality "Ana1ysls
Reports. These programs create special analyses
and report formats~ but at the price of being
much less general in their capabilities. A
complete listing of the SUPERWYLBUR source code
for a special purpoSe macro program is given in
~igure 3.
This program allows the user to plot
his data. This simple example was constructed
since an Actual quality analysis report could
contain proprietsry information.

ADVANTAGES
these features can be integrated with SAS as
described in Figure 1.

Several advantages are realized or can be realized by ~he use of the previously described

ThQ user, Whil@ loggBd onto the SUPERWYLBUR
interactive computer system~ calls up a SUPERWYLEUR macro program by the use of a keyword.
This interactive program thBn queries the user
in English text. Based on responses to these
queries, the macro copies portions of a candidate
set of SAS code and merges this code with ,8 data
file to form a temporary lSAS' file. This temr
porary ?SAS ' fil@ contains an executable SAS
program which is automatic~lly submttted to the
mainframe computer. "When the job has been executed~ it can "be previewed at the CRT via

system~

Ease of Use

Use of these programs requires minimal user
effort and virtually no user training while providing useful analysis capabilities. The fact
that the queries and responses are in English
help to create a ItfriendlyU environment for the
user~
Each program can be self-documenting in
that it can contain all neCQSBsry user instructiops.

SUPERWYLBUR.
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Stat~stical

Modular Construction

Education/Guidanee

Bach of the SUPERWYLBUR macros has been constructed in a modular fashion. An excellent
example of this is found in QWIKSTAT where the
keyword structure defines the major program
modules. The flow chart of QWIKSTAi's modular
construction is given in Figure 5. Th13 permlts
simpler logic. quicker debugging. and easier
installation of new program features if any are
d@sir@d.

One of the more important purposes of dev1s1ng
this system is the opportunity it presents to
further the stat~st1cal education of the user.
Our uSer community has many members· who have had
minimal training in statistics. As statisticians
we feel responsible to make sure the user has a
complete analysis tool while having any major
limitations of that particular tool pointed out
to him. The philosophy of QWIKSTAT 1s to automatically provide diagnostics and interpretive
comments to aid the tlHBr in deciding whether or
not a particular statistical technique is
appropriate.

Soft~are

Requirements

This interactive system as described here tn,
will offe~ some 8of~re advantages when contrasted to interactive SAB. If a current eomputer systems hardware-software ~onfiguration
doesn't have eith~r TSO (tlme aharing option) or
CMS available, this interactive system is still
feasible~ whereas interactive SAS isn't.
For
our computer configuration, the interactive
system de8crib~d here also places a smaller
demand on computer system resources.

For example, it is well known that regression
analysis is one of the more misunderstood and
abused techniques of statistical a~alyais. To
help address this t QWIK5TAT, which allows multipl~ regression·. analyses t a.utomatically includes
Seven pages of diagnostics a9sociated with the
regression. Included with the diagnostics is a
complete analysis of the residuals.

When a stepwise regression is requested, the
user is automatically provided with a forward
step~ise regression. MAXR. and RSQUARE.
By providing all this information w@ hope tD dispell
the notion that stepwise reg~ession provides a
unique model and to stimulate questions on the
topic from our. users. When using the MAXB. option.
the user is warned that the .t'best" n-term model
in MAXR is only tbe best model found according
to the search algor~thm. The algorithm could
fail to locate the true "best" n-term model for
n~2; RSQUARE is a valuable aid 1n this respect.
In fect. we have demonstrated at least one case
where ~ found the "best" two variable model
to have an r-square-.23 while a twu-term model
with r-square~.9B was not located.

Productivity Aid

Thes@ ma~roa c~n be vi@w@d as a productivity
aid, even for the experien~ed SAS programmer,
since a large ~et of SAS source code can be
generated via a minimal number of prompts and
responses. The system described herein can
yield significant time savings in terms of
"people eostsr! when· contrasted to an entirely
interactive system. This is because the user
can leave the CRT while the SAS job ~s being
executed~ return later. and not suffer many of
the consequences of slow computer ti~. Also~
if a large analysis is being performed, the
interactive system. descr.ibed here.in does· not
require the UB~r to watch the job execute while
at the CRT. Note that the previous two advantages mentioned above are simply potential batch
mode advantages ~

To a limited extent. QWIKSTAT has the ability to
provide direction for the analysis through the
types of queries given. For examp1e. when performing a multiple regression analysis, the user
will receive the options to plot the residuals
ag&inst any independent variables or a time
variEJ.ble.

SUMMARY

The system is easy to ·program and maintain while
giving users useful analyais capabilities on
peTsonal databases. This system haa resulted in
a satisfied user group. Often, members of the
user community will request revlsions which they
consider useful. The statistical education and
gu~dance we offer through and because of this
system often spins off into consulting work.

Error ·Protection
Good mac~o program logic can eliminate many
sources of error. Errors in SAS logic and punctuation are practically nonexistent due to the
structured way in which the SUPERWYLBUR macro
generates the sou~ce code. Simple typographical
errors to.querie8 (invalid responses or addressing o£ nonexistent data bases) are often detectable by the SUPERWYLBUR macro and the query is
then repeated. In general a SUPERWYLBUR macro
can b~ made relatively foolproof without excesS~Ve programming effort.
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Figure 1 - Tpe SUPERWYLBURISAS Connection
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Figure 2
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Sample Session with QWIKSTAT

In this sample session the user is al~eady logged onto SUPERWYLBUR and has
already b~8un the session ~ith QWIKSTAT. QWIKSTAT was accessed by simply
typing iq~ikstatl. User entries are in small letters and computer

responses in capital letters.

NAME OF DATA FILE, (EX. DATASETS:DATA)?

dat •• et.:data

DO YOU WANT TO TRANSFORM ANY OF YOUR VARIABLES OR CREATE NEW VARIABLES?

no

AT THIS POINT, YOU CAN DO A VARIETY OF THINGS WITH YOUR DATA BY TYPING ONE

OF THESE KEYWORDS
KEYWORD

OPERATION

REG

MULTIPLE AND STEPWISE REGRESSION
GRAPH VARIAI!LE IN TWO DIMENSIONS

PLoT

BAR CHARTS, MEANS, SUMMARY STATISTICS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR RANDOMIZED

DESCRIBE

ANOVA

COMPLETE BLOCK DESIGN (HAIN AND
CROSSED EFFECTS).
KEYWO~

?

plot

VARIABLE TO BE PLOTTED

all x AXIS

IS?

•

VARIABLE TO BE PLOTTED 01/ Y AXIS IS?

b

ANOTHER PLOT?

no

KEYWORD OPERATION COMPLETE.

DO YOU WANT ANOTHER KEYWORD?

no

1596 IS YOUR JOB NUMBER

At this point the job has been submitted to the mainframe computer and the
session with QWIKSTAT is complete.
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Figure 3 - Soures Coda from a Simple SUPERWYLBUR Macro
......

***

*"*
.***
***
***

TIll! SIMPlJ: S\lPERl,YLBUR llbCRO ILLUSTRATED HERE HAS HAD ALL
REFERENCES TO LINE NUMBERS REPLACED BY ILLUSTRATIVE STATEMENT
LABELS. THESE STATEMENI LABELS 1i0UID HAVE TO BE REPLACED BY
LINE NUMBERS -BEFORE EXECUTING THIS MACRO.
T SAMP IS THE TEl'{PORARY FILE IN WHICH THE SAS SOURCE CODE

***
***

***
***
***
***

IS BEING COLlJ:CTED.
SET EXIT ATTENTION @EXIT
SET EXIT ERROR @EXIT
TYPE'
SAMPLE
MACRO
FOR
PLOTS
TYPE 'liiTIING TIlE BREAl( OR ATTENIION KEY IIILL AI.LOI/ you TO EXIT FROM'
TYPE 'TIllS PROCEDURE.
TYPE
TYPE 'YOU WILL NEED TO INPUT SEVERAL PIECES OF INFORMATION
TYPE ' (1) A JOBCARD FILE
TYPE ' (2) TIlE APPROPIATE DATA FILE
TYPE ' (3) AN OPTIONAL TITLE OF YOUR CHOICE
TYPE
TYPE 'A FILE CONTAINING A CLASS H JOBCARD IS REQUIRED. HIT TIll!
TYPE 'ATTENTION OR BREAK KEY AND SET ONE UP U· YOU DO NOT HAVE ONE. '
'irlr1t

**'"

JOBCARD FILE ENTRY SEGMENT

SET EXIT ERROR @JOBCAROFILE
@JOBCARDFlLE DEMAND STR JC 'NAME. OF YOUR JOBCARD FILE :;:;: "
QT COPY ALL FR %JC TO 1 T SAMP NEW

SET EXIT ERROR @EXIT
COPY SAS SOURCE CODE AT EN! OF MACRO TO TEMPORARY FILE SAMP
QT COPY @SASCODE1B/@SASCODEIE T %.MACRO TO EN! T SAM?
*** DATA FILE ENTRY SEGMSNT
SET RXIT ERROR @DATAFL&
@DATAFLE DEMAND STR DC 'NAME OF THE APPROPIATE DATA FILE ~ ?'
QT COpy ALL FR %DC TO END T SAMP
SET EXIT ERROR @EXIT
......
OPTIONAL TITLE ENTRY SEMSNT
TYPE 'YOU CAN CHOOSE A TITLE TO BE PRINTED WITH ALL TIll! PLOTS.

***

TYPE 'TYPE THE TITLE OF YOUR CHOICE AFTER THE PROMPT "TITLE

TYPE 'IF NO OPTIONAL TITLB IS DESIRED
""* SAS MACRO FOR OPTIONAL TITLB IS
SET EXIT ERROR @TITLEIN
@TITLEIN DEMAND STR TITLEINP tTITLE ~
IF (TITLEINP ~ ")LET TITLEINP ~,
LET BLD = I MACRO TIl TITLEl I
LET LAST

~

SIMPLY PRESS
BUILT HERE.

?

=

.**
***

***

?H.

THE ENTER BUTTON'
• ...

t

,

'; '%!

LET BID ~ ';%8ID UTITLEINP %'UAST
LET .LlNE:(.END:('SAM?');'SAM?') ~ ';%8ID
COPY SAS SOURCE CODE AT EN! OF HACRO TO TEHPORARY FILE SAM? """
QT COPY @SASCODE2B/@SASCODE2E T ';.MACRO TO END T SAMP
PLOT SPECIFICATION ENTRY SEGMENT
TYPE 'ENTER THE PLOTS YOU WANT, ONE LINE AT A TIME, IN TIlE FORH A*B '
TYPE 'IIHERE A IS TO BE PLOTTBD ON TIll! VERTICAL AXIS. IF THERE ARE NO'
TYPE 'MORE PLOTS, ENTER THE WORD "DOmll.
t
@PLOTPROMPT DEH STR GPH '1'
IF (GPlI~'DONE') GO @NOflORSPLOTS
QT COP @SASCODE3 T %.MACRO TO EN! T SAM?
QT CH '$GPH' TO %%GPlI IN T SAM?
GO @PLOTPROMPT

"**
***

***

***

*** -

JOB SUBMITI'ED HEBE.

@NOMOREPLOTS RUN UNN FETCH T SAM?
DELETE TEMPORARY FILE SAMP HERE.
@EXIT CLEAR T SAM?
SUPERllYLBUR MACRO EXITED HERE.
RETURN
@SASCODE1B //SAS EXEC SAS
DATA PLOTS;
INPUT ABC D E F;
@SASCODEIE CARDS;
@SASCODE2B PROC PLOT;
@SASCODE2E TIl;
@SASCODE3 PLOT ~GPH;

**"
***
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**"
***

I,,

Figure 4 - QWIKSIAI's Modular Construction
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